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“Old Ge, don’t worry too much. There are other people in the secret realm of 

monsters, and they can withstand the beast tide for a while.” 

“Let’s hurry to rescue, there should be no problem.” 

Jiang Wuya Persuade Ge Cangsheng. 

“It’s all your fault, your apprentice must have brought Mr. Chen in.” 

Ge Cang glared at Jiang Wuya angrily! 

“It’s all this time, it’s useless to blame anyone, let’s go quickly!” 

Jiang Wuya didn’t quarrel with Ge Cangsheng! 

But just when Ge Cangsheng and Jiang Wuya were preparing to go to the 

Secret Realm of Monster Beasts and rescue David and the others, Jin Lifu 

rushed over anxiously! 

Jin Yuan also went to the Secret Realm of Monster Beasts and encountered a 

beast tide, which made him very worried! 

Seeing that Ge Cangsheng and Jiang Wuya were leading people away, Jin Lifu 

immediately asked, “What are you doing?” 



“Go to save people, there is a beast tide in the secret realm of monsters, and 

some of us are trapped inside!” 

Jiang Wuya said. 

“It’s just right, we’re together, my son is in there…” 

Jin Lifu said quickly when he heard it. 

At this time, no matter what the contradiction between the two sides is, let it 

go first, saving people is the most important thing! 

Soon, hundreds of people were dispatched from the Fire Gate Secret Realm, 

hurriedly heading towards the Monster Beast Secret Realm! 

At the same time, Lu Buwei from the Secret Realm of Leimen also took the 

people from the Waning Moon Castle towards the Secret Realm of Monster 

Beasts, because Lu Chang was also trapped inside! 

At this time, in the mysterious realm of monsters, the battle has entered the 

white-hot stage! 

The speed of the flaming tiger has exceeded David’s imagination, and David 

can’t hurt the flaming tiger at all! 

On the other hand, Jin Yuan was troubled by many flying monsters. The 

golden dragon, transformed from the power of the dragon, used his own 

advantages to keep biting at those flying monsters! 

On the ground, many people have already died in the mouth of the 

monster,The impact of this density has made many people unable to hold on! 

A disciple of the Crescent Moon Castle, facing the rushing monster beast, 

slashed down with one knife, directly cutting off the head of the monster 

beast! 



But before he could take back his sword, another monster rushed up, and the 

terrifying aura was approaching the door! 

Immediately afterwards, there was a roar, and the head of the disciple of the 

waning moon was bitten off by the monster! 

This kind of scene is constantly being staged, because there are too many 

monsters! 

Ge Yuhan followed Hou Zhen and resisted desperately. They wanted to rescue 

David, but they couldn’t do anything at all! 

Slowly, more and more people died, and they could form a circle, relying on 

each other’s defenses, but at this time there were many gaps, and everyone 

became precarious! 

David looked at the ground from mid-air, looking at the people who died 

tragically, his eyes flashed with coldness! 

“Beast, suffer…” 

David held the Dragon Slaying Sword and shouted angrily. The trembling 

golden dragon returned to David’s side in an instant after uttering a dragon 

roar! 

David must kill the flaming tiger as soon as possible so that he can have a 

chance to save everyone! 

Facing the golden dragon wandering behind David, the flame tiger’s eyes 

were full of horror, and he turned his head and thought of running into the 

depths of the Monster Beast Mountains! 

David jumped vigorously and chased after him directly. At this time, in David’s 

eyes, there was only the flaming tiger. 



Unconsciously, David chased the Flaming Tiger and entered the hinterland of 

the Monster Beast Mountains! 

At this moment, when Jin Yuan faced these flying monsters alone, he suddenly 

panicked. 

After such a long battle, the spiritual power in Jin Yuan’s body has run out, and 

now he can only support it! 

At this time, a flying monster with a mouth full of fangs came directly towards 

Jin Yuan, opened its bloody mouth, and prepared to swallow Jin Yuan in one 

bite! 

Seeing this, Jin Yuan could only curse constantly in his heart, but there was 

nothing he could do, and then he closed his eyes in despair! 
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However, Jin Yuan did not feel like he was swallowed by the monster. When he 

opened his eyes, he found that his father, Jin Lifu, was standing in front of him, 

and the flying monster in front of him had already turned into a puddle of 

flesh. ! 

“Dad…” Seeing his father, Jin Yuan’s eyes were full of surprises. “You…why are 

you here?” 

“If I hadn’t come, you would have become the belly of a monster by now!” 

Jin Lifu snorted coldly, and then charged directly toward those flying 

monsters. 

On the ground, Ge Cangsheng, Lu Buwei, and others had already brought 

people to the secret realm of monsters. Facing the beast horde, these people 

rushed to kill them instantly. 



The sudden participation of hundreds of people directly tilted the scale of 

victory toward the human side. 

In the end, all the monsters in the beast horde turned their heads and fled, but 

they didn’t chase after them! 

Because in this Monster Beasts Mountain Range, they have never hunted 

down Monster Beasts for so many years, so there will be many high-level 

Monster Beasts in the depths of this Monster Beast Mountain Range. No one 

wants to leave! 

Besides, they are just saving people, as long as they drive away the monsters, 

that’s fine, there’s no need to drive them out! 

Looking at the corpses of the monsters in the place, many people began to 

take the beast pills one after another, while Ge Cangsheng found Ge Yuhan 

and Hou Zhen and said, “Have you seen Mr. Chen?” 

“Dad, Mr. Chen just went to chase the flaming tiger, now I can’t see the figure 

anymore!” 

Ge Yuhan said. 

“Go after the Flaming Tiger?” Ge Cangsheng frowned! 

To know the ability of the flame tiger, David’s strength can’t deal with it at all. 

“Yes, Mr. Chen wants to kill the flaming tiger and stop this beast tide!” 

At this time, Hou Zhen also nodded and said. 

This time, Ge Cangsheng panicked. In this vast mountain range of monsters, it 

would be more difficult than finding a needle in a haystack to find someone! 

But even if it is difficult, Ge Cangsheng has to look for it, because David’s 

relationship with the Ge family is extraordinary! 



“All the Ge family members obeyed the order, go to find Mr. Chen 

immediately, and rescue Mr. Chen…” 

Ge Cangsheng roared at the Ge family members! 

“Yes!” The Ge family all gave up taking the beast pill, and then set up their 

formation, planning to find David! 

“Old Ge, don’t be impulsive. No one has entered this Monster Beast Mountain 

Range for many years. I don’t know how dangerous it 

is!” 

Cang Sheng said. 

“I’m going to look for the danger. I can’t leave Mr. Chen alone in this 

mysterious realm of monsters!” 

Ge Cangsheng said firmly! “Old Ge, the Monster Beast 

Mountain Range is so huge, where are you going to look for it? You can’t find 

it by then. You Ge family members, I’m afraid they will all die inside!” 

Don’t let him look for it! 

In fact, Ge Cangsheng himself knew that with such a large mountain range of 

Monster Beasts, he would rely on him to find David! 

And the level of danger in the depths of this mountain range is definitely not 

something he can handle! 

But if you don’t look for it, as a member of the Tianlong Palace, Ge Cangsheng 

can’t forgive himself! 

“Dad, why don’t I bring some people and wait for Mr. Chen at the foot of this 

monster mountain range, maybe Mr. Chen will come out soon!” 



Ge Yuhan said to Ge Cangsheng! 

When Ge Cangsheng heard it, that was all he could do. After letting Ge Yuhan 

lead people to stay at the foot of the Monster Beast Mountains, everyone else 

left the Monster Beast Secret Realm one after another! 

At this time, David didn’t even know that he had only the flaming tiger in his 

eyes, constantly chasing after him! 

At this time, he was aroused by this flaming tiger. He must catch this guy and 

kill it! 

 


